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Future skills for Dover summary

WHEN the Dover Business Forum surveyed its members in 2015, recruiting skilled employees was
highlighted as the biggest challenge. Ensuring that the district’s economy has the right skills that
employers need is of critical importance if it is to continue to grow and flourish.
That’s the reason the Dover Business Forum took the decision to commission the Future Skills for
Dover Report. The report provides a window into future opportunities in the area, highlighting the
skills gaps which currently exist, and analysing what employers will need as we move through the
next decade and beyond.
The Future Skills for Dover report also helps local people understand the full range of opportunities
available to them, showcasing the different qualifications businesses across the area – and the wider
south east region – need now, and will need in the future. It provides a one stop shop for people to
understand the range of careers available in the local economy.
The report underlines that right now it’s a time for great optimism in Dover. The scale and range of
investments and industries in the area are sure to boost the whole district for years to come. That’s
good news for employers, good news for local people, and good news for the whole community.
Members of the Dover Business Forum
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Setting the scene – why Dover’s growing
Dover district is thriving, with high levels of investment, and a range of exciting projects now
underway. A variety of developments which are progressing are set to create the perfect
environment for yet more growth, resulting in significant opportunities for the district.

Where’s the growth?
ll A total of 10,000 new houses are planned by
2026. This makes Dover the fastest growing
East Kent district in terms of housebuilding.
Over the short term this will boost
construction employment, but there will also
be a more general uplift to demand in the
local economy too. A range of services will
be required to support new residents with
employment opportunities created in retail,
education and other sectors.
ll The St James Retail and Leisure development in Dover town centre will bolster the leisure and
retail sector. Facilities will include a six screen Cineworld cinema, 108-bed Travelodge hotel
and 16,000 sq. ft. M&S Simply Food store, along with a mix of retail and restaurant/café units.
Financial giants Legal and General have committed a £53 million investment to the project, which
is set to see an estimated 580 new jobs created.
ll The Port of Dover Western Docks Revival will boost job growth, with more than 600 jobs across a
range of areas created as a result. Some of these will be in areas like logistics and many of them,
such as freight forwarders, can be difficult to recruit for in Dover. The development will also
open up the possibility for further waterfront regeneration opportunities. This will grow further
employment opportunities in hotels, restaurants, and other hospitality sector businesses.
ll Enterprise Zone Discovery Park will continue to be a focus for inward investment and new
business start-ups in science and technology. The park has seen significant growth since 2012, and
in the past year 22 new companies have located to the site. A number of established companies
have also expanded their operations at the site, creating a raft of new jobs. There are now over
150 companies based at Discovery Park, employing 2,500 people.
ll The Betteshanger Sustainable Parks will create 1,000 new jobs in a unique commercial,
educational and visitor environment, combining an eco-tourism destination and a low carbon
business park. Hospitality jobs will be created in phase one which includes a new visitor centre,
incorporating the Kent Mining Museum, Green Energy Centre, conferencing and event facilities.
The business park will include 6,000m2 of commercial R&D and business incubation units for
companies in the food security, environmental technology, and life sciences sectors.
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How many jobs are likely to be created?
Between 2012 and 2015 more than 2,000 new jobs were created. That growth looks set to continue
across the various sectors. The landscape is even positive for some sectors which have seen declines
in employment nationally over the past few years. Engineering has faced such a decline nationally,
but In Dover, and the broader East Kent area, has bucked the trend, managing to grow. Businesses in
the sector are also positive about growth, and in more specialised areas such as marine engineering
– which has a strong connection to Dover – there could be further opportunity.

ll Forecast job growth across all sectors between 2016-2022: 1,300
ll Forecast job growth across all sectors between 2016-2030: 3,300
The forecasts are based on the growth in employment which was seen locally between 2012 and
2015. However this could be a conservative growth picture, as the national environment has been
depressed. This means growth could accelerate, particularly given the range of investments and
largescale projects taking place in the Dover district.
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Sector spotlight
Analysing the latest sector data and local labour market intelligence has highlighted that some
sectors are likely to grow their skills needs at a faster rate than others.
The top performing sectors are listed below, along with some data on key employment
opportunities.

1. Tourism, Accommodation and Food +6,400 more jobs by 2030
Tourism, accommodation and food is the sector which looks set to see the highest growth. With the
world’s busiest passenger port based in the district, it’s a strong performing sector. Almost 16 million
passengers used the port last year, contributing to the growth in the tourism, accommodation and
food sector. A range of skills are required within the sector, with employment opportunities ranging
from restaurant management to receptionists and customer service roles.

2. Business Services +4,800 more jobs by 2030
With jobs ranging from Financial Manager to Marketing Executive, the employment opportunities
in the business services sector are set to grow significantly. This is indicative of the strengthening
economic picture, with highly skilled job creation as business flourishes. Estimated growth demand
for corporate managers and directors by 2030 is almost 6,000, while the replacement demand alone
will create 11,300 jobs.

3. Transport & Logistics +4,100 more jobs by 2030
The Dover district is a key strategic area for logistics due to its proximity to Europe for imports and
exports. As the gateway to Europe, many transport and logistics companies are based in Dover.
These companies have seen significant growth over the past four years, and are now primed for even
greater development. The maritime sector has been boosted with the opening of Dover’s new £6.5m
Maritime Skills Academy by Viking Recruitment.

4. Construction +3,100 more jobs by 2030
With an ambition to create 10,000 new houses, Dover is embarking on a significant programme of
construction. This aim requires a large workforce which is highly skilled and able to deliver a wide
range of trades. Simply replacing existing construction workers until 2030 will see demand of 46 per
cent, while the sector will have job growth that’s forecast to be nine per cent.

5. Health +2,300 more jobs by 2030
An ageing society means that more health and care professionals will be needed over the next
decade. The sector is set to grow significantly between 2016 and 2030. Employment growth is
forecast at 21 per cent, while the replacement of existing employees in the sector is estimated to be
59 per cent.
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6. Retail +2,200 more jobs by 2030
The largescale St James Retail and Leisure development will deliver a wide variety of retail jobs on
its own. There is also more growth forecast for the retail sector, including at Dover Waterfront, and
housebuilding contributing to an indirect rise in the number of retail employment opportunities. The
sector offers a range of roles, with opportunities in buying and procurement, marketing and payroll
among many others.

7. Science and Technology +3,000 science, research, engineering
and technology jobs by 2030
The science and technology sector is booming in the Dover district, with high rates of growth
expected over the coming decade. Discovery Park is leading much of this growth, establishing itself
as one of Europe’s leading science and technology parks. With 1.5 million sq. ft. of high-class secure
accommodation, state-of-the-art life sciences facilities and also Enterprise Zone designation, it has
been extremely attractive for companies seeking to relocate, as well as start-ups, and looks set to
grow into the future. Manufacturing continues to be a core industry in the Dover district. Many
long-standing business, such as Megger who have been in Dover since 1966, operate along with new
companies such as Multipanel UK which re-shored its manufacturing from China to Dover in 2014.
Discovery Park is currently building 70,000 sq ft of new manufacturing space for Instro Precision Ltd
and OFP Timber Framed Homes Ltd
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Getting the right skills in place for the Dover District is a key ingredient to ensuring it can
flourish and grow in the coming years. That’s why there are a range of resources which
both employers and the public can use. Toolkits have been created so that you can view the
range of opportunities for skills training, careers and professional development available
across the Dover District.
If you would like to view the full Future Skills for Dover report, or would like to find out
more about the opportunities available in the Dover District, you can do so by visiting the
Skills4Dover website at

www.skills4dover.co.uk
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